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edward ullendorff tigrinya (tegrenhnha) is, next to amharic, the most widely spoken semitic the formative
period in amharic studies - tandfonline - amharic, 1840-1940, that this section briefly concerns itself. ...
(ullendorff 1961: 15. for some recent discussion of ludolf's life and work, fellman 1976.) the beginnings of
african linguistics - de resistance in amharic literature. in brief, as ullendorff (1965:4-5, 1973:150) ...
ullendorff, edward. 1965. an amharic chrestomathy. london, oxford uni- enrico cebulli (ed. and tr.): les vies
éthiopiennes de ... - and to amharic in particular. i do not think that an individual achievement in that sphere
... edward ullendorff enrico cebull (edi . and tr.) : les vies aeth 13 - 16 - david appleyard personalia
vorsatzblatt - edward ullendorff aethiopica 13 (2010 ... acquired a regular basis, in the case of amharic
greatly aided by his an amharic chrestomathy (1965), which was followed
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